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NEW QUESTION: 1
Sie haben ein Azure-Abonnement, das die folgenden Ressourcen
enthÃ¤lt:
* ein virtuelles Netzwerk namens VNet1
* Eine Replikationsrichtlinie mit dem Namen ReplPolicy1
* ein Recovery Services-Tresor namens Vault1
* ein Azure Storage-Konto mit dem Namen Storage1
Sie haben eine virtuelle Amazon Web Services (AWS) EC2-Maschine
mit dem Namen VM1, auf der Windows Server ausgefÃ¼hrt wird. Sie
mÃ¼ssen VM1 mithilfe von Azure Site Recovery auf VNet1
migrieren.

Welche drei Aktionen sollten Sie nacheinander ausfÃ¼hren?
Verschieben Sie zum Beantworten die entsprechenden Aktionen aus
der Liste der Aktionen in den Antwortbereich und ordnen Sie sie
in der richtigen Reihenfolge an.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Step 1: Deploy an EC2 virtual machine as a configuration server
Prepare source include:
* Use an EC2 instance that's running Windows Server 2012 R2 to
create a configuration server and register it with your
recovery vault.
* Configure the proxy on the EC2 instance VM you're using as
the configuration server so that it can access the service
URLs.
Step 2: Install Azure Site Recovery Unified Setup.
Download Microsoft Azure Site Recovery Unified Setup. You can
download it to your local machine and then copy it to the VM
you're using as the configuration server.
Step 3: Enable replication for VM1.
Enable replication for each VM that you want to migrate. When
replication is enabled, Site Recovery automatically installs
the Mobility service.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/migrate-tu
torial-aws-azure

NEW QUESTION: 2
You plan to inventory software assets for an organization by
using Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI). You must not
install third-party add-ons.
You need to list the physical computers that are running
virtual machines.
On the Inventory Selection page of the Inventory and Assessment
Wizard, which scenario should you select?
To answer, select the appropriate scenario in the answer area.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
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A. Use sequential scans
B. Use parallel scans while limiting the rate
C. Change consistency to eventually consistent during the scan
operation
D. Increase read capacity units during the scan operation
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
Parallel scans would help improve the scan performance while
using limit parameter the provisioned throughput consumed can
be limited.
Refer AWS documentation - DynamoDB Parallel Scan
By default, the Scan operation processes data sequentially.
DynamoDB returns data to the application in 1 MB increments,
and an application performs additional Scan operations to
retrieve the next 1 MB of data.
The larger the table or index being scanned, the more time the
Scan will take to complete. In addition, a sequential Scan
might not always be able to fully utilize the provisioned read
throughput capacity: Even though DynamoDB distributes a large
table's data across multiple physical partitions, a Scan
operation can only read one partition at a time. For this
reason, the throughput of a Scanis constrained by the maximum
throughput of a single partition.
To address these issues, the Scan operation can logically
divide a table or secondary index into multiple segments, with
multiple application workers scanning the segments in parallel.
Each worker can be a thread (in programming languages that
support multithreading) or an operating system process.
A parallel scan with a large number of workers can easily
consume all of the provisioned throughput for the table or
index being scanned. It is best to avoid such scans if the
table or index is also incurring heavy read or write activity
from other applications.
To control the amount of data returned per request, use the
parameter. This can help prevent situations where one worker
consumes all of the provisioned throughput, at the expense of
all other workers.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Huawei OceanStor 9000 (30) infoEqualizer function is limited by
Licence, including application dynamic name, static domain name
and partition function.
Yes, support for scheduling load by polling
A. FALSE
B. TRUE
Answer: A
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